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Abstract

We apply simplified image-based lighting methods to reduce the equipment, cost, time, and specialized skills
required for high-quality photographic lighting of desktop-sized static objects such as museum artifacts. We place
the object and a computer-steered moving-head spotlight inside a simple foam-core enclosure, and use a camera
to quickly record low-resolution photos as the light scans the box interior. Optimization guided by interactive user
sketching selects a small set of frames whose weighted sum best matches the target image. The system then repeats
the lighting used in each of these frames, and constructs a high resolution result from re-photographed basis
images. Unlike previous image-based relighting efforts, our method requires only one light source, yet can achieve
high resolution light positioning to avoid multiple sharp shadows. A reduced version uses only a hand-held light,
and may be suitable for battery-powered, field photography equipment that fits in a backpack.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture I.3.3 [Com-
puter Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation

1. Introduction

Modern digital cameras have made picture-taking much
easier and more interactive. However, lighting a scene for
good photography is still difficult, and practical methods
to achieve good lighting have scarcely changed at all.
We show that sketch-guided optimization and simplified
forms of image-based lighting can substantially reduce the
cost, equipment, skill, and patience required for small-scale
studio-quality lighting.

Good studio lighting is difficult because it is a 4D inverse
problem that photographers must solve by making succes-
sive approximations guided by years of experience. For non-
experts, good studio lighting can be surprisingly frustrating.
Most people can specify the lighting they want in screen
space (e.g., “get rid of this obscuring highlight, make some
shadows to reveal rough texture here, but fill in the shadows
there”), but determining what kind of lights to use, where to
place them, and how to orient them is never easy.

† ankit@cs.northwestern.edu

We are especially interested in camera-assisted lighting for
human-scale, desktop-sized static objects. We want lighting
that accurately reveals the shape, texture, materials, and most
visually meaningful features of the photographed item. In
particular, we seek a method to help museum curators as they
gather digital photographic archives of their vast collections
of items.

Pioneering work in image-based lighting [DHT∗00,HCD01,
DWT∗02, MPDW03] offers promising approaches that can
help with the photographic lighting problem. Unfortunately,
most require too many precise measurements and adjust-
ments for day-to-day use outside the laboratory. Precision
is required to address more ambitious goals such as recov-
ering shape, BRDF, and appearance under arbitrary view-
ing and lighting conditions. For the much smaller, yet more
widespread problem of photographic lighting, we need a
method that requires less time, expense, and complexity, yet
allows users who are not lighting experts to quickly find the
lighting they want.

This paper offers three contributions. We extend existing
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Figure 1: Light placement for obtaining high quality photographs can be extremely tedious and time consuming (left). Our
system use a simple setup with a steerable spotlight and an uncalibrated enclosure (center) to obtain results comparable to
professional lighting even when used by novice users (right).

image-based lighting ideas to reduce the required equip-
ment to a single light source and single camera; we replace
trial-and-error light repositioning with optimization and on-
screen painting; and we reduce the need for high dynamic
range photography, thus reducing the capture time. The re-
sult is a novel and inexpensive system that a novice can use
to intuitively describe and obtain the desired lighting for a
photograph.

2. Related Work

Lighting has long been recognized as a hard problem in com-
puter graphics and many papers have explored optimization
for light placement and other parameters [SDS∗93,KPC93,
PF95, CSF99, SL01]. Some of these systems used painting
interfaces to specify desired lighting in a 3D scene [SDS∗93,
PF95,PRJ97], and we use a similar approach to make light-
ing for photography more intuitive. The system by Shacked
et al. [SL01] was even able to provide fully automatic
lighting by applying image quality metrics. Marschner et
al. [MG97] used inverse rendering techniques to estimate
and alter the directional distribution of incident light in a
photograph. However, all these systems require 3D informa-
tion unavailable in our photographic application.

Several commercial photographic products have also used
lighting enclosures similar to ours, but they achieve very
soft lighting with limited user controls. Moreover, they do
not help users solve light placement problems. These sys-
tems include diffusive tents [Pho], photo-boxes [MK ] and
translucent back-lit platforms with an array of individually
dimmed light sources [Ast].

Image-based methods have also been used to permit arbi-
trary relighting of well-measured objects. Most methods, in-
cluding ours, perform relighting using a weighted sum of
differently lit basis images, done first by [NSD94]. How-
ever, prior efforts used more elaborate and expensive equip-
ment because their goals were different from ours. These in-
clude measurement of a 4D slice of the reflectance field of

the human face [DHT∗00], museum artifacts measured by a
rotating-arm light stage [HCD01], an ingenious but exten-
sive system by Debevec et al. [DWT∗02] for real-time video
playback and measurement of light fields, a dome of elec-
tronic flashes for real time image relighting [MGW01], a
free form light stage to enable portable gathering of light-
field data with some calibration [MDA02], and full 4D inci-
dent light measurements by Masselus et al. [MPDW03]. In
all of these cases, data-gathering required either customized
equipment or collection times much longer than would be
practical for photographic lighting.

Three recent systems also offered novel sketch guided re-
lighting from basis images. Akers et al. [ALK ∗03] used a
robotic light-positioning gantry to gather precisely lit im-
ages, and like us, provided a painting interface to guide re-
lighting. But unlike us they used spatially varrying weights
that could produce physically impossible lighting. Digital
Photomontage [ADA∗04] used sketch guided graph-cut seg-
mentation coupled with gradient domain fusion to seam-
lessly merge several photographs. They demonstrated merg-
ing differenlty lit photographs to create novel illumination
conditions. Though their interaction scheme worked well
for a small number of images (∼10), it may be impracti-
cal for the hundreds of images required for complete control
over lighting directions. Also, their system does nothing to
help the user with light placement, and may produce phys-
ically unrealizable results. Anrys and Dutre [AD04] used a
Debevec-style light stage with around 40 fixed, low pow-
ered light sources and a painting interface to guide light-
ing. Their optimization only found light intensities, and light
placement was still left up to the user. Also, their point
light sources could cause multiple shadows and highlights
which might be undesirable for archival purposes. The data
capture time was high since they captured high-dynamic-
range (HDR) photos for every light location.

Unlike previous attempts, our system does not require users
to decide on correct or complete light source placement. This
is possible because our capture process is significantly dif-
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Figure 2: All possible lighting angles parameterized by
light position (θp,φp) and direction (θa,φa). Point light
sources (on the left side of the hemisphere) result in mul-
tiple hard shadows, while overlapping area (on the right)
light sources can be used to simulate a larger light source.

ferent, and better suited for the task of photography. We re-
quire less than five minutes to complete the initial image
capture and a few more minutes to get the final result. The
equipment required is minimal and portable, and our hand-
held version can be carried in a backpack. Also, HDR cap-
ture is reduced to a minimum in our system.

3. Simplifications: HDR and 2D lighting

Our goal is to do what a good photographer does, but with
computational help. We want to light a scene for a par-
ticular photograph,not build a calibrated 4D data set to
reconstruct every possible form of illumination. Photogra-
phers make consistent choices about which types of lights
to use, how to adjust them, and where to place them. We
will show how our streamlined image-based method follows
these same choices.

Like most previous image-based lighting methods, we apply
the observations formalized by Nimeroff [NSD94] that lights
and materials interact linearly. If a fixed camera makes an
imageIi from a fixed scene lit only by a lightLi , then the
same scene lit by many lights scaled by weightswi will make
an imageIout = ∑i wi Ii . Adjusting weights lets us “relight”
the image, as if the weights modulate the lights rather than
the images. As we collect more imagesIi , we can simulate
more lighting possibilities.

How many images do we really need to gather? We only
need enough images to span the kind of lighting a skilled
photographer might explore to get good results in a photo
studio. Several common practices in studio lighting can help
us.

First, professional photographers choose lamps with broad,
nearly uniform beams of light, often with a reflector and lens
to help direct more light forward. Second, they adjust light
placement angles carefully, but not their distances from the

object. Distance to the light affects foreshortening of shadow
shapes, but these effects are subtle and rarely noticed. Third,
they adjust lights to control shadow softness versus sharp-
ness. Light sources (or more accurately, the shadows they
form) become ‘softer’ by increasing the angular extent as
measured from the lit object. Fourth, they seek out light-
ing arrangements that produce a simple set of shadows and
highlights that best reveal the object’s shape, position, and
surface qualities. They avoid complex overlapping shadows,
lack of shadows due to overly-soft light, and contrast ex-
tremes due to large specular highlights or very dark shad-
ows. Simpler shadows usually mean fewer lights, and thus
fewer basis images.

Accordingly, we use commercially available light sources
instead of custom or special-purpose devices. We place light
sources at a moderate distance (typically around 1 meter)
from the object. We use small-to-moderate area ‘soft’ light
sources instead of the much sharper point-like sources often
used in earlier approaches. Overlapped soft shadows blend
far less noticeably than sharp shadows from the same light
positions (as shown in Figure2), thus requiring fewer im-
ages to avoid multiple shadow artifacts. Also, overlapping
area light sources can be combined to produce a larger area
light source.

Note that we do not need to know the light positions or their
absolute intensities for our images; we select weightswi and
imagesIi by their ability to match the lighting target images
a user sketches for us. Instead of calibration, we only need
consistency in the aiming direction of a single, commer-
cially available steerable light, and consistency in the light
response curve of a commercially available digital camera.

We also avoid the use of HDR photographs where possible,
as these typically require multiple calibrated exposures and
computation to merge them [DM97]. Instead, we rely on the
camera’s automatic exposure adjustments to capture what
we call light-aiming imagessuitable for interactive lighting
design. We photograph high resolution basis images after-
wards, for construction of the output image, and only resort
to HDR capture methods for a basis image with large over-
exposed regions. Under-exposed regions can be ignored, as
their contributions are already invisible, and are further re-
duced as their weights are less than one (wi ≤ 1).

Formally, arbitrary external illumination is four-dimensional
for a desktop scene:L(θp,φp,θa,φa) = L(Θ). Suppose that
the photographed object receives all its light from a hemi-
sphere of tiny, invisible, inward-pointing video projectors,
each at a distancer from the object. Each projector’s po-
sition in desktop polar coordinates is(θp,φp). Each projec-
tor’s centermost pixelP(θa = 0,φa = 0) forms a ray that illu-
minates the center point of our desktop, and in the projector’s
polar coordinates the other pixels areP(θa,φa), as shown
in Figure2. All projectors’ light output is the 4-D incident
light field, and describes all possible lighting. To simulate all
possible lighting, we would need a new imageIi to capture
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light from each pixel of each video projector! Instead, we use
only broad beams of light (P(θa,φa)∼= cos(θa)cos(φa)), reg-
ular sampling of light placement angles(θp,φp), and specify
‘softer’ to ‘sharper’ shadows by varying the angular extent
(θp,φp) as measured from the lit object. This angular extent
should not be confused with the lamp’s beam width(θa,φa);
in our ‘hemisphere of video projectors’ analogy, beam width
sets the image from a projector, but angular extent sets the
number of adjacent projectors that emit this same image.

In summary, rather than recreate arbitrary 4D incident light
fields, we use weighted sums of basis images that represent
the type of lighting used by professional photographers. This
method is much more practical and efficient, with little, if
any, loss of useful generality.

4. Method

We construct a high quality user-guided picture in three
steps. First the system automatically captures low-resolution
light-aiming photos for densely sampled lighting angles
around the photographed object. These quick photos are
used only to guide the lighting design, not to form the final
output. Second, the user iteratively paints the desired light-
ing by simple lighten-darken operations to generate a target
image. The system finds weightswi for each light-aiming
photo such that their weighted sum matches the target image
in the least-squares sense. Finally the system takes a few se-
lected high resolution basis images by relighting the scene
from light source positions that have weightswi greater than
a threshold. A weighted sum of these high resolution images
gives the final result. If the result is not satisfactory, the user
can sketch on the current result for use as the next iteration’s
target image.

4.1. Enclosed Light Source & Aiming Images

Freed from photometric and angular calibration require-
ments as discussed in Section3, we are able to build a much
simpler and cost-effective controlled light source. We place
the object and a gimbal-mounted moving-head spotlight in-
side an enclosure of almost any convenient size, shape and
material. The powerful computer-aimed light pivots to any
desired pan and tilt angle with good repeatability (≤±0.5◦)
to light any desired spot inside our enclosure. The enclosure
acts as a reflector, and effectively provides a controllable 2D
area light source around the object. The size and shape of
the enclosure is almost irrelevant as long as the light is close
enough to the object to keep parallax low, and the light is
powerful enough for the camera to get a reasonable expo-
sure.

We built a 1×1×1.5m3 sized box of white 1/2” foam-core
board as our enclosure, and chose an inexpensive moving-
head spotlight. The 150-wattAmerican DJ Auto Spot 150
disco-light, shown in Figure1 can tilt 270◦, pan 540◦, and
includes 9 color filters, gobos and several other fun features.

Figure 3: The disco-light setup. The object and disco light
are both enclosed in a white foam box, with the camera look-
ing in through a window in the enclosure wall farthest from
the light.

Computer control by the DMX512 protocol is easy to pro-
gram with the SoundLight USB DMX controller. Our foam-
core enclosure resembles a hemi-cube around a pair of ta-
bles. We place the gimbal light on a small table that lowers
its rotation center to the plane of an adjacent taller table hold-
ing the photographed object, as shown in Figure3. Using ad-
jacent but separate tables reduces vibration, permits gimbal
angles to approximate hemisphere angles, and separates the
object from the swiveling lamp. We place the camera behind
a small opening cut in the enclosure wall on the end farthest
from the light source.

The system gathers aiming images rapidly and automati-
cally. Through the DMX512 controller we direct the gim-
bal light to scan the upper hemisphere of light aiming direc-
tions in equal-angle increments as we record low-resolution
aiming images, either by collecting viewfinder video (320×
240@10Hz) or by individual computer-triggered pho-
tographs using auto-exposure. We are able to record hun-
dreds of individual aiming images per minute, and can com-
plete all the data gathering in less than five minutes using a
Pentium 2GHz computer, and a Canon Powershot G3 cam-
era.

To the best of our knowledge, no other image-based light-
ing work exploits these movable and controllable lights. En-
closed pivoting lights retain many advantages of the more
sophisticated lighting systems, avoid multiple sharp shad-
ows, can offer variable ‘softness’ by spot size adjustment,
and are much simpler and cheaper to construct. Of course,
they do not easily provide accurate lighting direction cali-
bration or point-light illumination, but these features are not
needed for our goals.

After recording, we linearize each captured frame (RGB) by
applying the camera’s inverse response curve, recovered by
the method of Debevec et al. [DM97], and converted to lu-
minance values. Linear response ensures weighted sums of
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whole images are accurate representations of physically real-
izeable lighting. We then down-sample the linearized aiming
image dataset to 64×64 for use as theaiming basis setfor
the following optimization step.

4.2. Sketch-Guided Lighting Optimization

After gathering aiming images, users can interactively spec-
ify and refine lighting by sketching the desired intensity on
a target intensity image. This grey-scale image (examples in
Figure5) approximates the final output image the user would
like to see. For editing the target image, the user starts off ei-
ther with a simple grey wash (such as uniform grey, or light
grey fading to dark grey across the image, etc.), or the pre-
vious iteration’s result. The user then carries out a series of
lighten and darken operations in the different regions of the
image to approximate the desired results. The process is ex-
tremely simple and intuitive, and takes a few of minutes at
most.

Given a target image, the optimization finds weightswi for
each aiming image that produces the best match to the target
image. We take a constrained least-squares approach, solv-
ing for weightswi for each of the small, luminance-only
aiming basis images. LetN be the number of images in the
aiming image set, each of sizem×n. We formulate the opti-
mization problem as follows:

min
w

|Aw− t|2

subject to 0≤ wi ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ (1. . .N)

wherew is the N-dimensional vector of weights,A is an
(m×n)×N matrix of basis images (that is, each basis im-
age is treated as a vector),t is the (m× n) vector repre-
senting the target image painted by the user, and|.| repre-
sents theL2 norm of the vector. We solve this bound con-
strained quadratic optimization problem using an active set
method [NW99]. The optimization is quite fast and takes
around 1-2 minutes on a 2GHz Pentium 4 desktop machine.

The result is a least-squares optimal match to the supplied
target image. As the objective function is quadratic, weights
for images with weak contributions are rapidly driven to
zero. In our experience, the number of significant nonzero
weights is consistently small (5−15). This greatly reduces
the number of images needed for the final lighting solution.

After finding the wi weights, we apply them to the lin-
earized color aiming images, then re-apply the camera re-
sponse function to display a preview of the output image.
The user then has the option of replacing the target with a
grayscale version of this result and can repeat the sketching
and optimization cycle until satisfied with the color preview
of the output image.

Figure 4: Light source with attached foam-core diffuse re-
flector used for hand-held data gathering.

4.3. Output Assembly

The user now has the desired visually pleasing, but low-
resolution, image that is a weighted sum of a small sub-
set of the linearized aiming images. For high-quality re-
sults, we wish to replace each of these aiming images with
an image taken at the maximum resolution available from
the camera. We re-takejust those photos that correspond
to the aiming images with significant weightswi , again us-
ing auto-exposure on the camera, and record a set of high-
resolution photos calledbasis images. Recall that we can ex-
actly replicate the lighting using the gimballed spotlight; the
only things that change are the camera settings.

We capture HDR photographs for images that contain large
over-exposed regions as a result of the camera’s autoexpo-
sure. As discussed in Section3, under-exposed regions do
not require HDR photos. We then linearize each basis image
to remove effects of the camera response curve. As before,
we construct a linear output image as a weighted sum of ba-
sis images, using the weights determined by the optimization
to match the target image. Finally, we re-apply the camera’s
response function to the linear output image to get the de-
sired high resolution result.

5. Portable, Hand-held Method

Even a foam-core box and a moving-head spotlight are im-
practical to carry around everywhere. However, the ‘Free-
form light-stage’ [MDA02] showed that it is possible to
gather calibrated image sets suitable for 2D relighting with
nothing more than four small light-probe-like spheres, a
digital camera on a tripod, a hand-held point-light source,
possibly battery-powered, and approximately 30 minutes of
time to take several hundred digital photographs. Pang et
al. [PWH04] also used a similar approach by mounting a
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camera on the light source and used camera calibration tech-
niques to estimate lighting directions with reasonable accu-
racy. While these methods try to meet the ambitious goal of
incident light field capture, they would tax anyone’s patience
to record more than just a few items. We present a faster and
simpler variant that serves our purposes better.

In the method of Section4, we required repeatable light
source positioning. However, if we record all of our ‘aim-
ing images’ at the final output resolution, and if we either
ignore over-exposed specular highlights or record high dy-
namic range images when needed, thenrepeatability is not
needed. This allows us to use a hand-held light source in-
stead. As shown in Figure4, we use a small 250W hand-held
light intended for television news cameras, attached to a dif-
fuse reflector (foam core again), and limit the beam width
with barn-doors to form a well-defined area light source.

To gather all photos, we hold the light outstretched and
“dance” (see video). We sample the hemisphere of lighting
directions by a polar-coordinate scan inφ -major order as the
camera takes sequential photographs. A Nikon D70 camera,
takes a steady stream of photos at about 3 frames per second
using autoexposure for each frame. The user stands facing
the object, and holds the light at arms’ length while moving
the lamp in an arc that passes directly over the object. The
user moves the lamp from one side of the table to the other,
scanning byπ radians inθ axis with constantφ , and the nat-
ural alignment of their shoulders helps aim the light’s cen-
terline directly at the object. After each pass over the object
with the light, the user steps sideways to change theφ angle
for the next scan, and makes enough of these passes to cover
0≤ φ < π radians. In practice the user can be more careless
with the light, as long as the hemisphere of light directions
is well-sampled and the images are not over-exposed. After
the image capturedanceis complete, we downsample all im-
ages to construct aiming photos, and proceed with the sketch
guided lighting design as before.

We find this process is quite simple and pleasing, and in
under three minutes we can gather around 150 high-quality
aiming/basis photos. An experienced user might not need to
scan the whole hemisphere, but can quickly illuminate just
from the useful and interesting lighting directions.

6. Results

Images in Figure5 show results from our sketch guided
lighting system. Both the moving-head light and the hand-
held methods are equally successful at creating arbitrary
cleanly-lit images of desktop-sized objects. The data sets
gathered by either method is sufficiently dense to allow easy
lighting design. Additionally, our system yields reasonable
results even when presented with unrealistic targets or highly
reflective objects.

Figure5(a), demonstrates a user interaction sequence with
the system. Starting from a uniform grayscale image as the

target, the user guides the optimization, iteratively improv-
ing the target until she gets the desired output. Figure5(b)
shows how simple approximate sketching on the target im-
age can give an interesting sidelighting effect. Figure5(c)
shows how the highlight can bring out the underlying tex-
ture in a surface.

Figure5(d) shows lighting for a highly specular object. Good
lighting for such smooth, highly reflective objects is always
difficult, as the light source itself is visible in the reflec-
tion. Our system produces results similar to the target image
without large, objectionable saturated regions. In future sys-
tems we may hide the enclosure seams by constructing wide
smooth rounded corners resembling a photographer’s ‘cyc’.

Figure5(f) shows results from the handheld method of Sec-
tion 5. The data gathering time was under 3 minutes, and
the results are comparable to the moving-head light method.
While the handheld method is not practical for photograph-
ing a large collection of objects, it can be an invaluable tool
for well-lit photography in the field.

7. Discussion and Future Work

The ability to have large area light sources is crucial for pho-
tographing highly specular objects. Light source size also
affects the sharpness of shadows and highlights. Our system
has a unique advantage in that larger area light sources can
be simulated by combining pictures illuminated with over-
lapping light sources. We could extend our optimization to
penalize each distinct light source cluster, thus preventing
disjoint highlights. The softness of the light can also be con-
trolled by varying the beam width between a point-source
and a large area source as it quickly sweeps over the hemi-
sphere of lighting directions. More advanced moving-head
spotlights usually provide controllable spot sizes suitable for
this purpose.

Even though our system is aimed primarily at non-
professional photographers, a few simple additions can make
it a flexible tool for a creative expert to experiment with dif-
ferent lighting designs more easily. For example, the user
might specify a simple weighting mask to set the impor-
tance of different image regions and influence the optimiza-
tion process. While weighting masks would make the sys-
tem more flexible, they would complicate the target sketch-
ing process. We do not know yet if the results would warrant
the increase in complexity. Also, tools to directly tweak the
light position and size on a virtual hemisphere around the
object might also aid expert users.

There are several possible ways of dealing with the ambient
light in the reflective enclosure. Underexposing all images
using exposure compensation on the camera, using a larger
enclosure or one made of materials with special reflective
properties would greatly minimize the ambient component.
Finally, it might also be possible to explicitly subtract the
ambient term from the basis images.
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This paper takes the problem of good lighting for desktop
photography and finds a simple and practical solution us-
ing image-based relighting techniques. More sophisticated
image-based measurements might also be achievable while
maintaining the simplicity and elegance of the system. For
example, we could estimate the incoming light direction by
calibrating the ad-hoc enclosure setup with a light-probe, or
by using dimensionality reduction [WMTG05] for the hand-
held case. Combined with surface normals, such calibration
might suffice for image-based estimates of BRDF.
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(a) Sequence showing successive sketching/optimization iterations to get the desired lighting. The first result uses a constant grayscale target, while 
the others use previous results as starting points for the target image.

(b) Strategic placement of highlights in the target result in an interesting side-lit 
image.

(c) Positioning of highlights reveals underlying texture in the 
surface.

(d) Lighting a highly specular object by forcing the 
background to be dark.

(f) Data captured by the handheld method. Image on the left uses a smooth grayscale gradient as the target image.

(e) Target  results in image suggesting illumination from the 
right.

Figure 5: Sample target images and lit photographs.
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